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QUESTION 1

Cloud disks are reliable because they use __________ to provide block-level data storage for ECS instances, ensuring
99.9999999% data reliability. 

A. a distributed file management system with 3 redundant copies 

B. a file system 

C. a double copy distributed system 

D. a Linux file system 

Correct Answer: A 

An ECS disk can be used jointly or separately to meet the requirements of different application scenarios. ECS disks are
categorized into ephemeral SSD disks and cloud disks. Compared with ephemeral SSD disks, cloud disks are more
reliable as they use a triplicate distributed system to provide block-level data storage for ECS instances, ensuring
99.9999999% data reliability. 

Reference: http://docs-aliyun.cn-hangzhou.oss.aliyun-inc.com/pdf/ecs-product-introduction-intl-en-201703-24.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

Server Load Balancer can help protect from ___________________ attack. 

A. DDoS 

B. Virus 

C. Ransomware 

D. SQL injection 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/doc-detail/27539.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Company A builds a sales management platform based on Alibaba Cloud services, using 3 ECS instances. One of the
ECS instance has MySQL installed as the database server of the platform, the other two are used as WEB servers.
After some time, due to the rapid increase of employees and sales analysis requests, the performance of the platform is
challenged in terms of response time. Through CloudMonitor, it is found that the average CPU usage reaches 70% for
the two WEB server ECS instances and the database load reaches 75% for the database server ECS instance. In this
situation, company A may choose which Alibaba Cloud services to improve the performance _________________.
(Choose two.) 

A. Use content delivery network, CDN, to accelerate the caching of the platform\\'s css, JavaScript files etc. 

B. By adding a SLB instance and increase the number of ECS instances to reduce the work load on current ECS
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instances. 

C. Use RDS to replace existing self-built database, in order to obtain better database performance; also creating RDS
read-only instances to handle read-only requests, hence reduce the work load on master RDS instance. 

D. Import data into OSS to share the storage load of the platform. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the followings are not the operations that you can do on a cloud disk snapshot? (Choose two.) 

A. snapshot duplicate 

B. snapshot rollback 

C. snapshot download 

D. snapshot deletion 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://www.alibabacloud.com/help/doc-detail/52045.htm#section-1ff-9s6-3i5 

 

QUESTION 5

Auto Scaling is a management service that can automatically adjust elastic computing resources based on your
business needs and policies. Which of the following application scenarios are suitable for Auto Scaling? (Choose
three.) 

A. You need to flexibly adjust elastic computing resources based on your business needs, and ECS instances will be
added seamlessly to address traffic peaks and surges. 

B. You need to flexibly adjust elastic computing resources based on your business needs, and ECS instances will be
reduced automatically to save costs when business needs drop. 

C. When an ECS instance reacts abnormally in a scaling group, Auto Scaling will create a new ECS instance to take
over the computing tasks conducted by the faulty instance. 

D. You want to flexibly adjust elastic computing resources based on your business needs, and ECS instances will be
automatically upgraded (with more Memory, more powerful CPU) when needed. 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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